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BOUNTIFUL HARVEST
at Masagana Flower Farm

While many of us got engrossed in "pandemic
gardening" while being stuck at home, a kababayan
in La Broquerie, Manitoba had an entire flower farm
to cultivate during the summer season.

Lourdes Casañares-Still is a flower grower in
Southeast Manitoba who is also the founder and
co-owner of Masagana Flower Farm and Studio, a
seasonal fresh cut flower farm presenting its clients
and guests with freshly harvested, local blooms so
that they can live a flower-filled life.
Casañares-Still has been running the farm for 2
years now and like many local business owners,
she too was affected by the COVID -19 pandemic.
"It started out challenging because I couldn’t hire help
without having the COVID precautions in place at the
farm, like an outhouse that my staff could use instead
of coming into the house," Casañares-Still shared.
Though there were not a lot of events like weddings
that she catered to this summer, Lourdes was busy
with other business opportunities.
"I fulfilled a few 8-weeks flower subscriptions, hosted
garden tours and u-pick flower days at the farm,
flower pop-up event at the city and just recently,
participated at a weekend outdoor market."
She added that It was a full summer and felt supported
by the community.

AT HOME WITH GARDENING.. | 2, 4►
Photo courtesy: Lourdes Casañares-Still
Masagana Flower Farm and Studio
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AT HOME WITH GARDENING IN THE PRAIRIES
Lourdes Casañares-Still moved to
Canada from the Philippines in 2009.
Here she became a flower buyer for
a large wholesale company. After
a few years, she realized that she
loved working with flowers and
wanted to leave her corporate job.
She started Master Gardener -in Training program with the University
of Saskatchewan and Florets Farms
Online Workshop. Later she moved
with her husband to the country and
founded Masagana Flower Farm.
Ask her what is behind the name
of their business, Casañares- Still
shared, "My love for this word as
my business name is two-fold. First,
it represents my Filipino heritage
and; second, it recognizes what I
have been given. It is also a mindset.

There is abundance around me, in
the garden, and my own gift and
calling. Choosing to live from this
abundance versus to live for what I
don’t have. That is why I believe we
can cultivate, create and collaborate
with what we have."
Casañares-Still said that gardening
has taught her how to live through
the seasons. Gardening in the north
is different from the tropic like her
native land, Philippines, but as she
learn more about perennial plants,
the more that she feels at home on
the prairies. Though she had heard
many times that the flat fields in the
Prairies are boring, she said that it's
because some people are just looking
at it superficially.

Sawmill Collective
CWKCreative

continued on page 4 ►

Manitoba grown flower bouquets

Botanically dyed bandanas

Edible Pansies

First booth as a vendor for Manitoba Fibre Fest at longwayhomeastead

Indigo Plant start

Photo courtesy: Lourdes Casañares-Still / Masagana Flower Farm and Studio
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20 Filipinos to Watch
Vinsint
Tell us about yourself (personal, business, and
passions).
Music is my business and I’m going full throttle
with it. I’ve been doing music since the age of 15,
and have been taking it seriously. I’m a producer,
composer and singer songwriter from Winnipeg,
Manitoba.
What excites you most about what you do?
What excites me the most is the artistic aspect, and
the creative process such as creating something out
of nothing.
What impact have you witnessed from your work?
With my music, I make people dance and cry.
Tell us a story about an obstacle you faced and
conquered.
Doing what I wanted to do and finding myself. It’s
important to know what you want to pursue in life
regardless of what people say.
What would you want to see in a potential Filipino
District in Winnipeg?
I would want to see a lot of celebration including
food and dance. Too many things in life put us down,
and what we need as a culture is to unite, and to put
our differences aside and bless each other with our
presence and vibes.

ANAK Publishing is a cooperative
based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, whose
goal is to connect the Filipino diaspora
to their roots and encourage them to
define their own story. Some of the most
notable books that ANAK Publishing
has put out include the oral history book
From Manila to Manitoba Volume 1,
Sandok: A Filipino-Canadian Oral
History Cookbook, Where is Winnipeg?,
and The Kapre in Kildonan Park.
These books can be purchased from
anakpublishing.ca.
Tell us about your business and
passions.
ANAK Publishing produces thought
provoking Filipino-Canadian content.
Our works bring together authors,
educators, students, and readers to
bridge cross-cultural understanding.
Founded in 2010 to address the cultural
gap found in educational resources,
ANAK Publishing produces quality
works notably in oral history and
children’s literature.
We believe in building important
social capital for our members and
community. As a worker cooperative,

from page 2

At home with gardening..
"There is plenty of diversity in the
prairie or at least there was, and if we
look closely, it is anything but boring,"
Casañares-Still said
This time of the year, the gardens
are slowing down but Casañares-Still
feels that the flower season is never over.
"I am letting everything go to seed in
hope to save seeds for next year. Garden
clean-up will start this month for me too
and I am prioritizing the beds where I am
planting my tulip bulbs for next spring."
She has about 2,000 bulbs to plant
in October for May 2021 harvest and
invested on rare peony varieties this year.
Natural and botanical dyed bandanas is
also something that they started this year
and will be part of the farm's services
next year.

ANAK Publishing

by: Kathleen Cerrer and Karla Atanacio

For those who started
gardening during the pandemic
and wanted to continue, here's
what Casañares-Still have to
say, "A big yes on investing the
time and resources on home
gardening. There is really nothing
compared to the taste of homegrown tomatoes for example.
Gardening is a skill that everyone
should learn and/or re-learn. We
may have a short growing season
in Manitoba but we can cultivate

each member plays a valuable role as an
equal partner of the enterprise. Members
prescribe to Community Economic
Development (CED) principles, which
observe the operational needs of the
enterprise and the wider interests of the
community of which we are an active part.

like them. We see fascination with wanting
to learn more about something they can
connect to, excitement about being able
to explore themselves and their roots, and
most of all, pride and wonder in being
represented in the depiction. This is why
we love providing alternative and engaging
educational resources and spaces, not just
What excites you most about what for Filipino children but also young people
you do?
and adults to learn about their heritage,
What excites and motivates us most is history and culture.
working with such talented creatives –
writers, poets, researchers, artists, and Tell us a story about an obstacle you
illustrators, and being able to create a faced and conquered.
platform to feature these Filipino/a/x ANAK Publishing has endured a slow
perspectives and experiences in Canada. and steady growth over the decade. In the
We believe it is important to write and beginning, much confusion existed as to
document our own histories and realities, the works of a publishing company versus
and to create educational resources so that a book printer. Some Filipino artists and
future generations of Filipino-Canadian writers have likened us to self-publishing
children are able to learn about the stories and did not understand the necessary
of the formation of their community.
editing and legal structures that also take
place in publishing. As a serious and new
What impact have you witnessed from publishing house, it is important for us to
your work?
reflect works that support our mandate, not
There is nothing more rewarding for only for the Filipino-Canadian community,
our collective than witnessing the look but the Arts and Literature community as
on a child’s face when they see a book well. Our focus has and will continue to
cover featuring a character who looks be on quality work.

beauty and harvest bountifully even
from a small plot of land."
And to those wanting to bring
their passion to the next level of
venturing into a business: "Look for
resources that focuses on our plant
hardiness zone, that will help weed
out information not easily applicable
to our climate. It is even worthy
investing in yourself and take the
Manitoba Master Gardener Course
https://www.mgmanitoba.com/ this
winter."
Casañares-Still also advises
business aspirants to stay curious
and write down all ideas that cross
their mind.
"It may not make sense now on
how they fit in your life and current
business plans, but it will, as you
continue listen to that voice that tells
you to keep going."

Tulips in the field

100% germination of Artemesia
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The Republic of Adobo
by Rod E. Cantiveros

"The Trapp Family" and the classic
"The Sound of Music"

Creativity enhances total
entertainment even from
a mundane real-life story

E

very time I have a chance
or spare of a moment, I do
watch the 1965 "The Sound
of Music," a musical based on the
story of Maria Von Trapp who
cared for seven children, changed
their lives from a regimented rule
imposed by a retired Naval Captain
George Von Trapp.
For me, this is a classic film,
and the message resonates the
present. And all the musical pieces
have been played many times and
with so much joy to listen to; and
to understand the meaning of the
songs sung by Julie Andrews, by
the nuns, and by the children, and
especially the touching rendition
of the national song of Austria,
Idelweiss by George Von Trapp
at home and the singing contests
before escaping from the eyes of
the Nazi.
Sound of Music, as a movie,
captures the very hearts and minds
of the people, as Maria Von Trapp
turned the house of Captain von Trapp
upside down, by letting the seven
children from highly regimented
to happy-go-lucky children under
the strict discipline of their fathers.
Iconic songs have become household
songs, especially "Do-re-me..." or
"Climb Up the mountain..." and
"How do you solve the problem like
Maria...". And as I watch, because
of the infectious lyrics and tune, I
do sing along.
I have been inspired by the
poignancy of the story, so inspiring
that led me to find out how the
von Trapp family was able to tell
their story for the film "Sound of
Music,"perfectly directed, acted

and gave me a chance to see the
beauty of Austria! For me, "Sound
of Music" is based on a real story!
Then, the internet arrived and
Facebook; then I googled von Trapp
family, and one surprise popped
out: "The Trapp Family (Die Trapp
Families), a 1956 West Germany
comedy drama film about the real-life
Austrian musical family directed by
Wolfgang Liebeneiner. The whole
film is available in German language
with an English subtitle.
And to my surprise, no such
well-known songs sung by Julie
Andrews (Maria) and the story is
simple: retired naval captain, Baron
von Trapp, a widower with seven
children who were trained by the
father based on his naval experience;
hired a novice to care for his children;
with Maria's training and love of
children, she turned the von Trapp
house upside down; widower wants
to re-marry by falling in love with
a beautiful opera singer; Princess.
Maria, a former teacher and
a 21- novice, who loved children,
gave the new meaning of love and
happiness by teaching the children
how to enjoy being children. The
von Trapp children loved Maria.
Enter, the opera singer, Princess,
comfronted Maria to leave and went
back to the convent. At the end,
Baron von Trapp fell in love and
they got married. They left Salzburg
and headed to Italy, then to the
United States to meet the booking
agent who would be the person to
book their singing performances in
the United States.
In 1956, Paramount Picture
purchased the US film rights and

the producer planned to produce
an English version with Audrey
Hepburn as Maria but it fizzled out.
One of the directors got an idea for a
Broadway musical and Mary
Martin would play the role of
Maria.Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein ll were approached
to the proposed musical. At first,
Austrian folk songs and new songs
would be featured but Rodgers and
Hammerstein prepared all new
music. And in 1960, 20th Century
Fox purchased the film rights for
a measly $1.25 million.
And became a blockbuster and
loved by millions!
Comparing the two films, "The
Trapp Family" and the film musical
by the 20th Century Fox, "The
Sound of Music," I was knocked
down when I saw the original story.
For me, only 1/4 of the story is
based on the memoir of Maria von
Trapp. No such of these popular
songs: "Do Re Me..." "Climb
Every Mountain", "Maria" and
devastatingly, no such Baron von
Trapp's rendition of "Edelweiss",
Austria's national flower.
And the rest is a total fiction,
especially the ending. In the West
German film, fully-based on the reallife of the von Trapp family, they
left for Italy and then to the United
States to meet the booking agent
who approached Maria when they
won in one of the singing contest in
Salzburg. In "The Sound of Music,"
the von Trapp family escaped from
the eyes of the Nazi after their
performance in the contest. And
ended up walking free on the Alps!
Creativity in lyrics writing
and in composition, "The Sound of
Music" has the ingredients of total
family entertainment. As Robert
Wise, the director, after Maria von
Trapp complained about the film
version said: "In Hollywood you
make your own geography."
And for me, "In Hollywood,
mostly everything is reel."
And Austria has become a tourist
mecca but most of the Austrians are
very lukewarm about "The Sound of
Music." As some elders said: "Most
of the scenes were filmed outside
Salzburg." . And some scenes were
taken in the Hollywood sets.
Again, "The Sound of Music"
has never aged! As long as "The
Hills are alive..."

Gem Anis appointed to MDA

Gem M. Anis, the Filipino Journal
“Travel” columnist, has been appointed
by the Ministry of Health, Seniors
and Active Living, Province of

Manitoba, for a term of three years
as a public representative for the Peer
Review Board of the Manitoba Dental
Association under the Manitoba
Dental Association Act. The Rooster
of the Peer Review Committee
includes also Dr. Rashid Ahmed
and Nimmi Ramgotra, both from
Winnipeg, Kevin Sweryd from East
St. Paul, and Jean Oliver from the
town of Selkirk.
Mandated by the provincial
government as the voice of the
dentistry profession, the Manitoba
Dental Association is the legislated
self-governing body with the dual
responsibilities to the public and
oral health care for Manitobans. The
Peer Review Board participates at all
levels of complaints, investigations,

Let’s get social
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mediation, and court of inquiry
into unprofessional conduct that
may arise during dental treatment.
Formerly a residential property
assessor of the City of Winnipeg and
an Elite Master Builder Financial
Advisor of Manulife Financial, Gem
is a retired political science professor
of the Lyceum of the Philippines
University and the University of
East, Manila, Philippines. A knight
of Rizal and once the President of
the Province of Batangas Association
of Manitoba, Gem has been writing
for the Filipino Journal for more
than a decade. He had also served
for three years as board director
and chairman of the fundraising
committee of the Philippine-Canadian
Centre of Manitoba.

Photo clips from 1956 movie, "The Trapp Family" youtube.
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The Vic Foundation Taps Max’s WPG for 5th Annual
Miracle Garden Party

O

ne of Winnipeg’s prominent
fundraising events teamed
up with the city’s finest
restaurants to provide an exciting
dining experience for a worthy cause.
Among the elite dining destinations
was the Winnipeg branch of Max’s
Restaurant, a household name in the
Philippines, and widely regarded as
an institution in traditional Filipino
cuisine. Held on Thursday, September
10, the event was the 5th Annual
Miracle Garden Party in support
of mental health initiatives of The
Victoria General Hospital Foundation
-- more informally known as The Vic
Foundation.
A week prior, Ron Hogue and
Arnel Alibin spoke about the event
on the Barangay Canada Community
Update, the new social media program
hosted by this columnist. Hogue is
the Director of Development for The
Vic Foundation, while Alibin is the
General Manager of Max’s Restaurant
Winnipeg. The two gentlemen met
each other during the early stages of
the pandemic when Max’s Restaurant
Winnipeg was delivering free packed
meals for the city’s various hospital
staff as a gesture of appreciation. Alibin
believes that their display of community
spirit, similar event partnerships with
high-profile organizations like World
Vision, and the popularity of the
Filipino resto itself, led to its inclusion
in this year’s Miracle Garden Party.
Hogue also explained how the
pandemic caused the event format to
be modified. Instead of having all the
guests at their typical venue for the
past four years – the Miracle Garden
on the grounds of the Victoria General
Hospital -- they will instead distribute
them among five of the city’s top dining

venues. Aside from Max’s Restaurant,
the four other venues were Brazen
Hall Kitchen & Brewery, East India
Company, Frankie’s Italian Kitchen
& Bar, and Nicolino’s.
Guests at Max’s location were
welcomed by a choice of either
Calamansi Sangria or non-alcoholic
Citrus Cooler as they perused the
program and catalog of executivelevel prizes for the Main Raffle
Draw. Shortly thereafter, host Brandi
Johnson, the Winnipeg Free Press’
Director of Creative Strategy, did a
brief introduction and rundown of
health and safety guidelines for the
evening. Dinner promptly kicked off
at 7 PM with a bowl of Misua Soup
served as appetizer. Afterward, guests
were ushered into the buffet area one
table at a time. The buffet selection
started off with Garlic Fried Rice,
followed by popular Filipino fare
such as Pancit Bihon, Chopsuey,
Max’s Fried Chicken, Pork Barbecue,
Beef Caldereta, Chicken Adobo and
Mild Spicy Tofu. Dessert came in
two waves, beginning with a cup of
warm Taho, followed by Giant Halo
Halo portioned into a glass. Dinner
entertainment came from pre-recorded
musical performances by Curtis Newton
and Garrett & Nazeem shown on a
large screen that doubled for Zoom
cloud conferencing to connect the
separate venues with one another.
The Alibin siblings -- JR, John and
Arnel were all on deck mingling with
the guests and making sure they were
enjoying the food.
By all indications, this year’s
Miracle Garden Party was another
success, bolstered by the additional funds
from ticket sales for the executive-level
raffle prizes, the 50/50 Raffle Draw,

DON’T MISS CANADA’S

with Hipolito Alibin

and the live auction that capped off
the evening. On social media, The Vic
Foundation graciously acknowledged
all their guests and sponsors. “Your
generosity is helping to improve
the mental health and wellness of
our community. This unforgettable
evening would not have been possible
without our incredible sponsors -- we
are grateful for their support!”
For his part, Alibin expressed his
appreciation to The Vic Foundation
for including Max’s Restaurant among
the event’s partners. "When
The Vic Foundation reached out to
us about participating in the Miracle
Garden Party, we immediately
accepted the opportunity. To be honest,
it was very humbling and a really
proud moment for all of us here
at Max's. Not only did we have the
opportunity to serve our delicious
Philippine cuisine, but we were
also able to support this worthy cause
for mental health."

Ron Hogue and Arnel Alibin

Kris Ontong is an award-winning
community advocate and a finalist in the
12th RBC Top 25 Canadian Immigrant
Awards. He is the co-founder and
vodcast host of BarangayCanada.com

Max's Banquet Area
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Former Winnipeg community leader wins RBC's Top
25 Canadian Immigrant Awards
Creditaid

F

Photo and info source: canadianimmigrant.ca

ormer Winnipegger and
community leader Jean
Guiang-Santoro is awarded
as one of RBC's Top 25 Canadian
Immigrants. She organized FIDWAM
or Filipino Domestic Workers
Association of Manitoba that has
been advancing the rights of live-in
caregivers in Canada for 35 years.
Guiang-Santoro was also president
of the Philippine Association of
Manitoba, a representative to the
National Organization of Immigrant
and Visible Minority Women of
Canada, founding member of the
Coalition of Filipino Canadians on
Violence Prevention, a board director

of the Canadian Race Relations
Foundation and executive director
of the Philippine Canadian Centre
of Manitoba.
"It is a humbling experience
and truly a great honour to be
recognized for all the things that I
have contributed to my community
especially to the newly -arrived
immigrants and foreign domestic
workers if they struggle to be part
of our society and free from abuses
and mistreatment," said GuiangSantoro.
It was Guiang-Santoro's dedication
to volunteering and advocacy that
saw her build a true legacy as a

Manitoban. Honoured with Order
of Manitoba and Canadian, she
was the first Filipino awarded the
Citation for Canadian Citizenship.
Guiang-Santoro is now based in
Ontario and enjoying her retirement
while she still gives back to her
church as a communion minister,
volunteer teacher and more. “Being
accepted for who I am and what I
am capable of doing as a contributor
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and society has Ad C
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, together
WPGY/YPE/16/Credit
& Debt
Counselling
with the other winners will receive
a commemorative plaque and
ceremonial gift package. Winners
will also be featured online at
canadianimmigrant.ca/rbctop25
and in the September print edition
of Canadian Immigrant magazine.

Credit Counselling • Credit Rebuilding

204.987.6890
BUILD

LEARN

SAVE

your credit

to budget

p
to spend

Si vous approuvez, veuillez signer et télécopier
cette page au 1 877 545-6320 dans les 48 heures.
If approved, please sign and fax this page at
1-877-545-6320 within 48 hours.
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HUMAN RIGHTS THAT MATTER TO THE YOUTH EXPRESSED THROUGH ART

T

wenty-six students, ages 13
to 18, and from the different
schools in Manitoba, have
collaboratively expressed their visions
of human rights through their visual
exhibits "ARTiculate Our Rights" at
the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights.
The thought-provoking outdoor
art exhibition is in recognition of the
150th Anniversary of the Manitoba
province joining the confederation.
The CHMR historic visual
exhibition on the current goingson about human rights, from the
eyes and minds of the youth, came
into fusion with an idea brought by
Larry Vickar, president and CEO
of Vickar Autogroup Inc. when he
saw a Florida exhibit, "Embracing
Our Differences," and the idea to
have the same theme for Winnipeg'
exhibition would be possible.
Mena Gainpaulsingh, CEO,
Friends of CMHR, upon knowing
it, was inspired to adapt it for an

outdoor exhibition on human rights.
Young students were involved and
there were more than 100 submissions
received by CHMR. The winning
entries were judged by a panel of
jurists namely: Candace Lipischak,
Multidisciplinary Métis Artist;
Mercedes Maduka, Artist; Connie
Wyatt-Anderson, Educator, Northern
Manitoba; Jackie Wild, Manitoba
150 Representative; Karine Duhamel,
Curator, Indigenous Content, CMHR;
Lise Pinkos, Manager, Education
and Professional Programs.
The paintings touch on many
current themes like equality, privacy,
freedom of expression, LGBTQ2+
and non-binary rights, missing and
murdered indigenous women and
girls, accessibility, mental health,
and other current topical issues on
human rights.
The outdoor painting exhibit,
with thirteen large installations opened
last July 15 and open for an outdoor
visual tour until October 2020.

Fizza Arshad: The threat of technology

Énnessa Danais-Small: A call for inclusion

Photo by: Rod Cantiveros
Photo by: Rod Cantiveros

The Vickar Automotive Group
headed by Larry Vickar provided seed
money for "ARTiculate Our Rights.
Larry Vickar shared, "I and
Tova were extremely pleased that
the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights, unique in the world and the
only Canadian national museum
outside Ottawa, chose to feature
this concept for enhancing Human
Rights through the eyes and minds
of the children, our future, as their
project to honour the Manitoba's
150 birthday celebration. Diversity
in all its forms: religious, ethnic,
skin colour, geographical, sexual
persuasion, and more when discussed
and as it is here presented visually
through the eyes of school age children
serves to build a better understanding
between all peoples; and leads to a
better society, better educated, and
more tolerant of our differences as
neighbours locally, nationally and
internationally. Our hope is that this
exhibit is just another helpful tool
in building a better understanding in
our world family of peoples."
“In this thought-provoking
exhibition, young Manitobans share
their visions for the future of human
rights,” said CMHR spokesperson
Maureen Fitzhenry. “Their artworks
cover a range of issues that impact
us all, from equality and gender
rights to disability and mental health
issues, activism, privacy and voting
rights. It’s a wonderful way to mark
the 150th anniversary of Manitoba
becoming a province of Canada,
since youth represent our hopes for
the future.”
Gainspualsingh stated: "I'd like to
recognize The Forks and Parks Canada
for allowing us to use their space for
this exhibition. And, in addition, I'd
like to thank PCL Construction and
Crosier Kilgour & Partners Ltd. for
their generous support."
Larry Vickar notes that the hope
is that eventually the ARTiculate
Our Rights exhibit will tour across

All photos & articles available online!

Canada. "That would be very exciting,"
Larry said.
The following twenty-six young
student artists include: Carissa Tran,
Gurleen Kalsi, Bonnie Chan, Fizza
Arshad, Kennedy McColm, John
Harold Darato, Azra Hrncic, Flora
Easter,Anna Mitcher, Sarah LeBlanc,
Emily Perrier, Sara Tronrud, Cyrus

FilipinoJournal.com

Teja, Leena Hutchison, Ennessa
Danais-Small, Vanessa Bardet, Curtis
Tomas, Xandria Griffiths, Maria
Hermida, Mila Marchand, Madelyn
Eismendi, Naomi Nagtegaal, Carrie
Wang, Celeste Dupuis, Abraxias
Gardiner-Collins and Sherris Douglas.
Credit: CMHR/ Jessica Sigurdson
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Award-winning, Stylish HearWear
for wherever life takes you

Portable
wireless case

Hearing aids that look
as great as they sound
• Uniquely stylish, award-winning design*
• Signia Xperience technology with the
world’s first acoustic-motion sensors for
clear speech comprehension even in noisy
environments
• Innovative Qi wireless charging for up to
three days†
• Signia App with innovative Signia Assistant;
or make a telehearing care appointment
with your hearing care provider with
TeleCare
• Full connectivity with all Bluetooth devices
for phone calls, TV, music and more

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
FREE
TEST

You are invited to our

DEMO DAYS

FREE
DEMO

Try a pair of stylish Styletto X hearing aids for one week for free

PURCHASE A PAIR OF STYLETTO X
HEARING AIDS AND RECEIVE UP TO

$

1,100 OFF

§

Plus choose up to three accessories

SPACE IS LIMITED

• Tinnitus options‡

Book your appointment before October 16, 2020
1020 Lorimer Boulevard, Suite 205
Winnipeg, MB

204-809-4345

246 Kennedy Street, Winnipeg, MB

204-800-7489

helixhearingcare.ca

Let’s get social

ENJOY THE CONVENIENCE OF TELEHEARING CARE
Begin your hearing care journey
with a telehearing appointment

Call for an appointment today!
*Red Dot Design Award 2019 for Styletto Connect; iF Design Award 2019 for Styletto.
†Based on 19 hours wearing per day, or 16 hours wearing including five hours streaming per day.
‡No tinnitus option for 1X technology level.
§Discount offer applies to purchases made between September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020. Discount of up to $1,100 available for
purchase of select binaural hearing aids of specific technology. Other discount amounts available and depend on hearing aid purchase.
Cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion and is not redeemable for cash. Smart technology and/or WiFi required for certain
accessories. Not applicable on third party orders. Offer available only at participating clinics in Canada. See clinic for more details.
Trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
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Homeschooling Chronicles: Of Fractions,
Body Systems & World Leaders
of Rizal; but rain began to fall, so
we decided to call it a day; after all,
it was already past 5 p.m.
We then went home but not
before driving by McDonald's and
buying a Marvel Legends action
figure for my son's collection. Well,
by aLfie vera mella
he deserved something. He had been
elfideas102@yahoo.com
quite cooperative and engaging in
our learning sessions, at least for
umustá na ang mga magúlang Alexander the Great, Andew Carnegie, the most part of it.
na piníling silá na múna ang and Bill Gates.
magturò sa kaniláng mga anák
After reading the articles about
sa ligtás na kalagáyan ng kaniláng those persons in the book, we then
tahánan? Anú-anó na ang mga aralín watched on YouTube short videos
at gawáing inyóng ginawá pára sa highlighting the achievements of each.
inyóng mga estudyánte?
For Science, we did a recap of a
previous lesson--selected systems of
*Creativity and Resourcefulness the human body; watching "How the
Help a Lot*
System Works" for each on YouTube
In one of our sessions, we started helped a lot in further explaining
off with Math, briefly touching on and illustrating to my son the organs
Fraction and its parts (numerator, associated with the systems, as well
denominator, and the fraction bar). as their respective functions.
For Social Studies, I introduced
Then, on the day that followed,
to my son some world leaders or I decided for us to go on a "field
characters who played significant trip." We went to The Forks, where
roles in the world's history. I used a statue of Gandhi is located. It
our book Shaping History: 100 boosted Evawwen's interest in
Great Leaders from Antiquity to the learning about him.
Present (2004) by Brian Mooney.
We were supposed to proceed
We talked about the likes of Jose to a park near Manila Road in the
Rizal, Mahatma Mohandas Gandhi, Maples area, to visit the monument

Sa Báwat Páhinâ
ng Pánitikan

K

All photos & articles available online!

The Last Leaf
Homeschooling could be really
challenging and tiring to both the
parent acting as teacher to his young
student child. However, to observe
that his kid is indeed absorbing so
much knowledge and to see that his
prepared lessons are being learned
and appreciated, the whole process
could be very rewarding and fulfilling
to the patient parent.
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Becoming Ecoist
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
jomay.amora@gmail.com
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Sali Na!

7 Easy Ways To Go
Green In The Office

D

id you know that the average
person spends over 90,000
hours of their lives at work?
That’s a lot of time, right?
Instead of focusing all of our
sustainability efforts on just being
greener at home, maybe we should
also put an effort into going green in
the office, right?
It’s really not that hard. Check
out these seven simple ways to get
started:
1. GO DIGITAL!
Did you know that 45% of printouts
end up in bins by the end of the day?
That’s a lot of paper.
One simple way of reducing
paper waste is to send e-copies of
documents and use online forms
and file-sharing platforms instead
of printing.
If you have to print, always
make sure to set the office printer
settings to print double-sided and in
grayscale mode. Also, always use
paper recycled paper such as those
that have 100% post-consumer waste
paper content.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY?

WE ARE HIRING FOR OUR
NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
Seeking Supervisors, Department
Managers & Store Managers
I just love this sleek, easy-to-use compost bin at my office. Get yours
from Compost Winnipeg.

of sandwich crusts, apple cores and coffee grounds get
tossed out with the office garbage. These food wastes end
up in the landfill and contribute to climate change. Food
waste that decomposes in landfills releases methane,
a greenhouse gas that is at least 28 times more potent
than carbon dioxide.
Implementing a composting program in the workplace
has more than just environmental benefits. It also promotes
a positive company culture by giving your colleagues a
2. GROW SOME PLANTS
sense of purpose. When employees feel they are making a
If you're able, bring in a desk plant. positive impact on the community, environment or world
Plants produce more oxygen, as a whole, engagement increases.
offsetting any chemicals released
into the air.
5. TRY GREEN COMMUTING
Plants do not just improve the Due to COVID-19 pandemic, majority of businesses were
indoor air quality, they also improve shut down, forcing millions to work from home.
mood and overall office aesthetic.
There was a significant change
They create a cleaner, happier space in the atmosphere and greenhouse
for your people to work in.
gas emissions since fewer people
go to work. However, since most
3. BYO REUSABLE PLATES, economies have slowly opened up,
CONTAINERS, CUPS AND CUTLERY these emissions have started to go
Did you know that about 6 million up again.
tonnes of single-use disposables get
By choosing to walk, bike,
thrown out every year?
carpool, or take public transit to the
Yes! That’s how our culture of office, we are lowering our emissions.
convenience destroys our environment
Green commuting is fun,
and we have to do something about it. sustainable, and good for your personal
Think of how often you buy health and well-being. By being
food back to the office, and all the aware of why green commuting is a
single-use plastic you get along with good idea, knowing your options for
it. Instead, bring your own food and a sustainable commute, and planning
utensils. Not only will you save a lot ahead, you’ll be well on your way
of money, you will also drastically to enjoying a whole new type of
reduce the amount of plastic that go healthier commute.
to the landfill.
If your office provides disposable 6. SUPPORT LOCAL
products in the staff kitchen, why Shift as many of your business
don’t you suggest replacing these purchases as possible to support local
with real and reusable plates, cups, and sustainable vendors.
and utensils?
Whether it’s your office purchases,
If you need to make the business or the caterer that you use for business
case to management to get approval for lunches, supporting local businesses
this, look at how much you spend each is an important way to keep money
year on disposables and compare that circulating within the local economy.
to how much it will cost to purchase
There’s no question that the
a set of plates, glasses, and utensils. job market is tight these days, and
The change will usually pay for itself by shopping local, you are keeping
in a short period of time.
a business open. By shopping local,
you are giving people in your own
4. START A COMPOSTING community jobs.
PROGRAM
So think about that next time you
Have you ever considered how much debate between buying an item at a
food waste your workplace generates? local shop versus ordering one that
Imagine those large amounts is slightly cheaper at a big box store.

Let’s get social

We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
To apply or for more details visit
www.careers.northwest.ca

7. CREATE A GREEN TEAM
The best way to encourage a culture of sustainability
at work is to recruit like-minded individuals and
create your very own green team!
A green team will give you and your
coworkers an opportunity to contribute to
the development and implementation of your
sustainability initiatives. Make it educational
and fun. Way to go!

FilipinoJournal.com

Jomay Amora-Dueck is a Climate Reality
Leader based in Winnipeg. She is the creator
of sustainable simplicity blog, ecoisthome.
com. If you want to chat about food, zero
waste living, social and climate justice,
or Climate Reality presentation, simply
email her at ecoisthome@gmail.com.

ADVERTISE in the

AND FEEL THE WARMTH OF THE UNIQ

The pulse of the Filipino
Community in Winnipeg!
The Filipino Journal is published twice a
month in Winnipeg. We are committed to
help you attain your marketing, sales, and
company objectives. Your company
advertisement in our newspaper will surely
appeal to 50,000 Filipino’s and Canadian
readers. Advertisers can expect to get their
message to its readers and consumers in
this area. People read the Filipino Journal
because of its very informative news,
entertainment sections and useful everyday
information on living in Canada.

The pulse of the Filipino
Community in Alberta!
Filipino Journal is the no.1
Filipino-Canadian Newspaper in Alberta
that published 10,000 copies once a
month. We are the largest and fastest
growing Filipino-Canadian newspaper, with
70,000 Filipino’s and Canadian readers.
With a unique message that will attract
readers and consumers. Advertising your
products and services is one of the most
strategic business decisions you can make.
Call 888-489-8894

info@FilipinoJournal.com

www.FilipinoJou

QUE FILIPINO CULTURE IN CANADA!

urnal.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
SERVICES

Social media marketing brings your company to the fastest growing
networking hubs on the Internet.
We can help you reach out to, collaborate with, and market effectively to
targeted audiences in their on-line haunts.
Social Media Marketing services include:
Social Media Strategy - ﬁnding your potential clients on-line and ﬁguring
out how to reach them.
Corporate Facebook Pages – building and managing effective Facebook
presences;
Twitter Services – using Twitter the right way.
Our social media marketing services can:
* increase brand awareness;
* create buzz;
* promote and advertise products and services;
* generate sales;
* establish expertise;
* drive more web site trafﬁc
* showcase and demonstrate product effectiveness.
Facebook, MySpace, Flickr and YouTube get millions of visitors daily.
Tap into this vital social phenomenon and reach a vast new audience,
contact the Filipino Journal today to ﬁnd out how.

RON CANTIVEROS
(204) 489-8894
ron@FilipinoJournal.com
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Sudoku Puzzles are games of patience, numbers and genius! The satisfaction of solving
a challenging Sudoku Puzzle is one of the greatest accomplishments any sudoku game
Copyright @ puzzles.ca
player can experience. Here is the puzzle. Good luck!

Solutions for Palaisipan & Sudoku will be posted online
www.FilipinoJournal.com

Horoscope
You could be quite busy today as friends from far away call
for long-overdue conversations, Aries. You'll probably spend
as much time as you can catching up on the latest news, but
don't go overboard. Your friends want to talk to you, but they
aren’t judgmental. Talk about whatever is on your mind, and
don’t worry about making a good impression. The truth is more
important than bragging. Enjoy visiting.

Some fascinating news could come from a friend who's presently
out of town, Taurus. This might be personal, but it more likely
involves new discoveries in a field that interests you both. You'll
probably want to do some research of your own, so be prepared
to spend time in the library or online over the next few weeks.
Keep careful records. You won't want to forget a thing!

Friends who are interested in psychic and metaphysical matters
could contact you today, Gemini. You may discuss a lot of
fascinating material, which could alter your value system in
a subtle but profound way. Don't be surprised if you do more
listening than talking on this occasion. It's important to soak in as
much as you can. Write it down if you think you'll forget it.

Copyright @
horoscope.com

Mighty career success has been on your mind for months, Cancer,
with Mars giving you the drive and dominance to reach your goals
(solar tenth house). However, a turning point has arrived, as Mars
stations retrograde on September 9. It appears you may have been
trying to hit a deadline or launch a significant project, but with
Mars telling you it’s time to revise, review, and fine-tune your
plans, it will work against you tremendously to debut the endeavor
before it’s ready.

Invaluable help with money or property concerns could come to
you from an unexpected quarter today, Leo. Someone you didn't
know possessed the appropriate information could offer it out of the
blue, making a big difference to the way you handle these matters.
The situation may not be all that dire to begin with, but all should
be well by day's end.

Are you looking for a particular piece of information, Virgo? A
friend, possibly another Virgo, has this information but is unaware
that you're searching for it. Don't be afraid to let all your friends
and acquaintances know that you need to find some specific facts.
The person who finally comes forward may surprise you. Enjoy
your day!

This entire year is very important for you to rebuild a better structure
in your life, especially when it comes to your domestic life and family
(solar fourth house). With Jupiter, planet of blessings, and Saturn, giver
of structure, awakening this month, it’s likely you’ll finally find yourself
on sturdier ground after years of uncertainty. Your work life has also
been especially important for you in recent years because you may have
launched toward new career horizons or changed the course of your
professional ambitions.

Have you been having difficulties with career or money matters,
Scorpio? If so, help might come today from a friend who lives far away.
This person may not do much but offer words that are so insightful that
you know immediately what course of action to take. What this person
says could also be of valuable assistance in the future. Write it down so
you'll be sure to remember it.

Today, a flash of inspiration may resolve an obstacle to your career
advancement that presented itself in the past few days, Sagittarius. This
solution could prove so beneficial that you'll want to remember it for
obstacles in any area of your life for the future. You may feel so good
about resolving this that you'll want to go out and celebrate. Go for it!

(Crossword)
PABABA

PAHALANG
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21

Ihanap ng signal
Tawag sa ama
Haka haka
Yamot
Ininis
Lungsod sa Bicol
Palayaw ng babae
Hadlang
Bolo
Umikot ang paningin
Higpit

23
24
26
30
34
35
36
37
38
39

Walk Around
Maiksing pagtulog
Libang
Pinangalanan
Binago
Sakop
Hapit
Yakap
Iunday
Pangalan ng babae

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17

Ihapay
Sinabihan
Tuklasin
Petrolyo
Silakbo
Laho
Pinatangnan
Akala
Hawak
Putahe
Regulation

19
22
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Hinila
Pasasa
Personal Assistant
Itiklop
Sinsin
Pinasang
responsibilidad
Umid
Alinsangan
Palayaw ng babae
Pangalan ng tsokolate

All photos & articles available online!
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Are you presently negotiating a contract, Capricorn? If you and
the other party disagree on any points, these differences will
most likely be resolved. You'll probably come up with an idea
that creates a win/win situation so both of you feel good about
it. This will strengthen your relationship considerably, so expect
partnership matters to progress smoothly. Enjoy your day.

Professional difficulties could be resolved by outside
assistance, Aquarius. Equipment may have gone haywire, or
miscommunications could have led to snarls. Perhaps you need
to call in a consultant. It's possible that you might come up with
the right solution at the right time and earn some well-deserved
respect. Whatever the difficulty, it won't last.

Idealistic romantic notions join with intense sensual passion to
create powerful desire that stays with you throughout the day,
Pisces. If you can schedule some quality time with your love
partner, by all means do it. If not, you might have to settle for
making a date for later in the week. In the meantime, pamper
yourself a bit until then and hang in there!

Duterte approves filing charges against former
chief Ricardo Morales and other officials of
Philhealth for alleged corruptions

S

ix high ranking officials led by
the former PhilHealth president
Ricardo Morales are facing
criminal and administrative charges as
recommended by the PhilHealth Task
Force to President Duterte. Included
among those who will be charged
criminally and administratively include
Senior Vice President Jovita Aragona;
officer-in-charge Calixto Gabuya, Jr.;
SVP Renato Limsiaco, SVP Israel
Francis Pargas, COO Arnel de Jesus
and division chief, Bobby Crisostomo.

The charges against the
PhilHealth top officials for violating
several provisions of the Anti-Graft
and Corrupt Practices Act and Article
213 the Revised Penal Code.
President Duterte created a task
force to probe PhilHealth officials
over the alleged corruptions heard by
congressional committee inquiries.
Among the alleged corruptions
in the state-run insurance firm
include the procurement of alleged
overpriced IT equipment, the

Also deported were two
Taiwanese, two British nationals,
two Mongolians and two South
Koreans, and one each from Germany,
India, Israel, Italy, Netherlands,
Saudi Arabia, and Sweden.
Last April, BI Commissioner
Jaime Morente has ordered to
decongest the detention center
to reduce the risk of COVID-19
among the foreigners confined in
the facility.
The bureau’s legal division

and other concerned offices have
fast tracked the resolution of
deportation cases and secured the
necessary clearances needed to
facilitate the foreigners' departure
from the country.
He said overcrowding in
the facility exposes both the
inmates and their guards to the
risk of getting infected with the
virus.(PNA)

DOT Secretary Tugade suspends .75meter physical
distancing reduction in public vehicles

A

t the height of confusion on the
reduction of physical distancing
in public vehicles, Department of
Transportation Secretary Arthur Tugade
has suspended the intended .75- meter
distance effective immediately.
Controversy erupted when Tugade
and other stakeholders had implemented
recently the reduction of physical
distancing from 1 meter to .75 for the
next two weeks.
DILG Secretary Eduardo Año
voiced his concern that the reduction
would increase COVID-19 cases if
implemented contrary to the DOH
aggressive plan to flatten the curve
of the COVID-19 cases. Even DOH
Secretary Francisco Duque opposed
the plan, fearing the possible increase

of coronavirus transmission.As for
those officials who are in favour of
the reduction led by Tugade, they say
that there would be an increase of
passenger capacity because many
businesses are opening for economic
recovery.Communication Secretary
Harry Roque however claimed that
there were DOH representatives
who did not raise any question
against the reduction in the meeting
with the health officials.
UP OCTA Research Team
founder Prof. Ranjit Rye said that the
plan to relax physical distancing in
public transportation could possibly
increase COVID-19 transmission
and negatively affect the country's
anti-virus campaign.

Cemeteries in Metro Manila and
some provinces closed on UNDAS
Led by Manila City Mayor Isko Moreno
in the temporary closure of the North and
South Cemeteries during the observance
of All Saint's and All Soul's days, other
cities in the Metro Manila followed to
avoid the transmission of COVID-19
among those who will pay visit to the
burial sites of their loved ones.
In a unanimous decision by the city
officials of Metro Manila, led by Mayor
Edwin Olivarez, chairman of the Metro
Manila Council, the temporary closure
will start on October 29 to November 4.
There's a fear of impossible and
cumbersome implementation of the
minimum health protocols especially
physical distancing in the area within
these cemeteries and private burial sites.

Olivarez stated the vendors'
concern on their business, being
UNDAS time when they have the
best earnings in the year selling
flowers and candles to the cemetery
goers.
"We will set up ahead of time,
even at the days before the closure
to start selling their wares and this
plan makes their selling days longer,
hoping that they would get better
business as usual," said Olivarez
Meanwhile, other provinces
have already issued many ordinances
for the temporary closure of all
public and private cemeteries and
memorial parks from October 31
to November 4; other cities in the

Let’s get social

The Boobay and Tekla
Show spreads laughter
with fresh episodes

questionable release of money
under the corporation's Interim
Reimbursement Mechanism (IRM)
and the alleged manipulation of the
financial status of the corporation.
Several other officials in
the NCR and other regions are
included in the charges.
Meanwhile, Senate President
Tito Sotto was frustrated when
DOH Secretary Francisco Duque
III was not included to be charged.

BI deported 129 foreigners to decongest detention
centre to reduce COVID-19 transmission
MANILA – The Bureau of Immigration
(BI) on Thursday said it has deported
129 foreigners to decongest its detention
center in Bicutan, Taguig City to reduce
the risk of COVID-19 outbreak.
“Total (foreigners): 315. Total
deported as of Sept. 15: 129 from BI
Warden Facility for Persons Deprived
of Liberty (PDL),” BI spokesperson
Dana Sandoval said in a Viber message
The 129 deported foreigners include
88 Chinese, 14 Vietnamese, seven
Americans, and five Pakistanis.
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Roque added that President
Duterte will announce decision on
the reduction of physical distancing
in public transportation.
Meanwhile, The Metro Rail
Transit Line 3 (MRT 3) has fielded
21 trains running simultaneously
along its main line, the first time
since the service was built.
"First time in history po na
nakapag-field o nakapaglabas/
nakapagpatakbo ang MRT-3 sa main
line ng 21 train sets," a message by
DOT Assistant Secretary Goddes
Hope Libiran.
The increase of available
transportation will help workers
to resume their work, leading the
Philippine economy to recover
quickly.

P

repare to laugh your head off as
the Kapuso viewers’ favorite latenight comedy-variety program
‘The Boobay and Tekla Show’ offers
brand-new episodes beginning Sunday,
September 13.
Following their several months of
hiatus due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
Boobay and Tekla express their excitement
on returning to work and tease their
loyal viewers on what’s in store for
their much-awaited comeback.
“Mapalad kami ni Boobay na
makabalik at mabigyan ng chance na
makapagpasaya ulit ng tao. Sobrang
thankful kami dahil alam namin na
mahirap ngayon ang buhay. Gagalingan
namin para kahit papaano ay maibsan
‘yung nararamdaman ng viewers natin
ngayong panahon ng pandemic,” says
Tekla.
“Napakaraming dapat abangan ng
viewers gaya na lang ng bagong segments
at hindi lang sila basta manonood dahil
may segment kami na ang audience mismo
ang bibida. At syempre, makikisaya
rin ang naglalakihang Kapuso stars sa
aming bagong episodes,” teases Boobay.
The comedic duo also shares how
their entire team carefully complied
and observed all the safety protocols
before and during the taping.
“Sinunod talaga naman ang lahat
ng protocols and testing,” shares Boobay.
“In terms of paghahanda, talagang
maingat kami. Kung ano ang protocol
ng aming kumpanya, sinunod namin
‘yun para na rin sa safety ng lahat,”
adds Tekla.
Not even a global health crisis
could stop the two from spreading
fun, laughter and positivity together
with their virtual audience – live via
streaming!

country have different dates of
closures, some on "All Saints
(Nov. 1) and All Souls days (Nov.2)
Manila City Mayor Isko
Moreno said to the Manileños
on the closure of the cemeteries,
noting that this tradition of visiting
the cemeteries where their loved
ones are buried, will not be done
during COVID-19 pandemics
"Forgive me if I will hurt your
feelings because we will not
practice what we have been used
to do," the Mayor said.
AATF-EID supported the
cemetery closures imposed by the
Metro Manila city and provincial
officials.
Other usual practices during
UNDAS like merry-making, drinking
and other public disturbance
activities are not allowed and
the same health protocols are to
be followed.

FilipinoJournal.com

This Sunday, international stage
actor Mark Bautista will take the hot
seat as he tackles some of the naughtiest
questions in the controversial interview
segment called, “Feeling the Blank.”
Mark will also showcase his
improvisational comedic skills in “Boobay
and Tekla Presents…. Si Malakas at
si Maganda.” In this hilarious modern
retelling of a popular legend, Mark will
play Malakas while Boobay takes on
the role of Maganda. Tekla will narrate
the story.
In “Pasikatin Natin ‘To!” our
hosts will be counting down the week’s
funniest videos sent by our viewers.
The outrageous letter-reading
segment, “Dear Boobay and Tekla” is
also back with even funnier and stranger
problems from everyday people.
Some of the biggest stars will
likewise drop by the studio with the
roster of standees of various Kapuso
artists inlcuding Dingdong Dantes,
Jennylyn Mercado, Rocco Nacino,
Glaiza de Castro, Kylie Padilla, Sanya
Lopez and Gabbi Garcia.
Finally, Jose Mari Chan together
with Boobay and Tekla will usher in
the start of “ber” months with a live
rendition of “Christmas in Our Hearts.”
Get your weekly dose of positive
vibes and catch the fresh episode of
‘The Boobay and Tekla Show” – under
the helm of esteemed director Rico
Gutierrez – beginning Sunday (September
13), 10:15PM, right after Kapuso Mo,
Jessica Soho only on GMA Network.
Viewers abroad can also catch The
Boobay and Tekla Show via GMA's
flagship international channel, GMA
Pinoy TV. For the program guide, visit
www.gmapinoytv.com.
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TV5's new entertainment shows ruled
by Kapamilya stars

A

fter Brightlight Productions
secured blocktime slots with
Kapatid channel TV5, it's
CEO Albee Benitez announced to
advertisers the lineup of shows and
the Kapamilya stars who are going
to be part of the said programs.
Longtime Kapamilya actor
Piolo Pascual and Miss Universe
2018 Catriona Gray will be hosting

"Sunday Noontime Variety Show"
which will be directed by Kapamilya
director Johnny Manahan.
Noontime show “Laugh Out
Loud” produced by Star Magic’s
Johnny Manahan features Billy
Crawford, Alex Gonzaga, K Brosas
and Wacky Kiray.
A new sitcom "Oh My Dad"
stars Ian Veneracion, Dimples

Romana, Sue Ramirez, Ariel Urieta
and Gloria Diaz to be directed by
Jeffrey Jeturian.
Romantic drama series “I Got
You” is also in the works featuring
Beauty Gonzales, RK Bagatsing
and Yen Santos to be directed by
Dan Villegas.
Completing the line up is
“Sunday Kada Kada Sunday”
directed by Edgar Mortiz.

Dingdong Dantes wins the
Asian Star Prize at the 15th
Seoul International Drama
Awards
Kapuso Primetime King Dingdong
Dantes received the prestigious
Asian Star Prize at the 15th Seoul
International Drama Awards
announced via live stream on
September 15.
Dingdong dedicated his award
to all frontliners and to his fellow
Filipinos. “This award is a tribute to
all frontliners in the world – soldiers,
healthcare workers, and volunteers,”
he shared. “This award is also for
my loved ones and all the Filipino
people. May we find consolation
knowing that our stories are being
appreciated especially during these
trying times. Again, thank you very
much. A snappy salute to you all.”
GMA Entertainment Group’s
Pinoy adaptation of ‘Descendants of

the Sun’ (DOTS), where Dingdong
stars as Captain Lucas Manalo
or ‘Big Boss’, was also recently
recognized as the Most Popular
Foreign Drama of the Year from
the award ceremony. It is the first
television program in the country
to receive the said recognition
from the annual global festival.
The 15th Seoul International
Drama Awards was held last September
10 at the MBC headquarters in
Sangam-dong, Seoul.
The Seoul International Drama
Awards is a yearly festival organized by
the Seoul Drama Awards Organizing
Committee and Korean Broadcasters
Association which brings together
all professionals in the field of
TV drama production and media
industry and global audiences who
enjoy television dramas.

Dingdong Dantes wins the Asian Star Prize
at the 15th Seoul International Drama Awards

PROUDLY
SUPPORTING
THE F ILIPINO
COMMU NITY

Here for your family
during a time of need.
Ask us about how we can support your family with accessible solutions
by broadcasting your funeral via webcast during the COVID-19 pandemic.
We are committed to providing compassionate service during this challenging time of social isolation. Based on the Province of Manitoba’s
Public Health directive, no more than 10 people can be present at our funeral home at one time. To best assist you, please call our office for
alternative funeral/lamay solutions.

1839 INKSTER BOULEVARD
1006 NAIRN AVENUE
MOSAICFUNERALS.CA
INFO@MOSAICFUNERALS.CA
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Exclusive Offer
For Filipino Journal Readers

OWNER DARIN HOFFMAN
& SPOUSE ZENY REGALADO

PREARRANGE TODAY AND SAVINGS EQUIVALENT TO THE GST
WILL BE APPLIED. Traditional interment and memorial services only.
Offer valid with coupon code FILIPINOJOURNAL, one coupon per
prearranged client. Offer expires September 30, 2020.

All photos & articles available online!
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‘DI NA KAILANGAN
MANGARAP,
DRIVE NA.

2020 Corolla XSE

2020 COROLLA
LEASE FROM

FOR 60 MONTHS AT

56 1.69

$

WEEKLY

2020 RAV4
LEASE FROM

%

WEEKLY

APR

AVAILABLE
IN HYBRID

WITH $1,999 DOWN*

AWD LE

FOR 60 MONTHS AT

89 4.99

$

LE CVT

%

APR

WITH $1,799 DOWN**

AVAILABLE IN HYBRID
2020 RAV4
AWD Limited

PRAIRIE
TOYOTA
DEALERS

ShopToyota.ca

Local dealer may charge additional administration/documentation fees or other fees up to $888. Fees may vary by dealer.
See toyota.ca for complete details. In the event of any discrepancy or inconsistency between Toyota prices, rates and/or other information contained on shoptoyota.ca and that contained on toyota.ca, the latter shall prevail. Errors and omissions excepted. Lease or finance offers based on new and previously unregistered 2020 Corolla
models and 2020 RAV4 Models *Lease a 2020 Corolla LE CVT (BURLEC A) for $56 weekly with a down payment or equivalent trade of $1,999. Based on a vehicle price of $23,814 and 1.69% lease APR. Total lease obligation is $16,481.02; lease end value (for personal use only) is $8,615.08. Example based on a 60-month walk-away
lease with 24,000 km per year. If km limit is exceeded, an additional km charge of $0.10 per km will apply. Total of 260 weekly lease payments required during the lease term. Representative purchase finance example based on a 2020 Corolla LE CVT (BURLEC A): $23,814 at 1.09% APR for 60 months equals weekly payments of $86.
Cost of borrowing is $609.75 for a total obligation of $24,423.45. Down payment of $1999 is required. Lease and finance offers include a maximum of $2,023.70 for freight and delivery, tire tax and air conditioning tax.** Lease a 2020 RAV4 AWD LE (B1RFVT A) for $89 weekly with a down payment or equivalent trade of $1,799. Based
on a vehicle price of $32,577 and 4.99% lease APR. Total lease obligation is $24,887.95; lease end value (for personal use only) is $13,207.85. Example based on a 60-month walk-away lease with 24,000 km per year. If km limit is exceeded, an additional km charge of $0.10 per km will apply. Total of 260 weekly lease payments required
during the lease term. Representative purchase finance example based on a 2020 RAV4 AWD LE (BFREVT B): $32,577 at 3.99% APR for 60 months equals weekly payments of $131. Cost of borrowing is $3,223.11 for a total obligation of $35,800.29. Down payment of $1,799 is required. Lease and finance offers include a maximum
of $2,387.18 for freight and delivery, tire tax and air conditioning tax. Weekly lease offers available through Toyota Financial Services on approved credit to qualified retail lease customers of new and demonstrator Toyota vehicles. Down payment and first weekly payment are due at lease inception, and next weekly payment is due
approximately seven days later and weekly thereafter throughout the term. Visit your Toyota Dealer or shoptoyota.ca for more details. Some conditions apply; offers are time limited and may change without notice. Dealer may lease/sell for less. Each specific model may not be available at each dealer at all times; factory order or
dealer trade may be necessary. Offers valid until September 30, 2020.
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